Madison, where his research interests have been in the areas of simulation and queueing theory models of computer systems, simulation software, and operating systems. Since December ABSTRACT Ada, the new Department of Defense standard language, contains many features designed to facilitate the construction of software for embedded computer systems. Two particularly important features are tasks (independent threads of execution in a program) and packages (collections of routines and data structures that can be compiled separately and included as a unit in other programs). These features allow the construction of powerful, process-oriented, discrete-system simulation packages in Ada. We provide a design for such a package and illustrate its use.
INTRODUCTION .
Ada &dquo;1 31618 is a new programming language sponsored by the U S Department of Defense While primarily intended for use in embedded computer system applications (i.e., dedicated processors that are part of larger devices and are not normally directly accessible to users of the devices,''' Ada is also suitable for general programming. Furthermore, the size and backing of the Ada project means that the language will enjoy considerable use and support.
Here, we describe the features of Ada that apply to the construction of discrete simulation programs. We will concentrate on the concepts of tasks and packages. Tasks represent independent threads of execution in a program; they can be used to implement simulation processes like those of SIM-ULA.2,' However, unlike a process in SIMULA, a task cannot be assumed to run to completion before the physical processor is reassigned to another task. SIMULA-like processes can be implemented in Ada through synchronization primitives that ony allow one task to run at a time.
Packages allow the definition and use of separately compiled libraries of common routines. Packages also let the programmer control the amount of implementation detail a user of the package can see. We outline an Ada package to implement queues of entities like those supported by SIMPAS5 (originally inspired by the sets of SIMSCRIPT 11.5'2) and a simulation package that implements a task scheduler and a hold procedure like the one in SIMULA?
PROCESS ORIENTATION
Our simulation package is process-oriented rather than event-oriented. Typically, simulation packages implemented in high-level languages are event-oriented. ~. 14, 15, 17 This is because events can be implemented as procedure calls specified to occur at particular simulation times. Since every highlevel language includes procedures, event-oriented packages are easy to implement. If, on the other hand, a language does not include processes, it is difficult to implement a processoriented simulation package, although this can be done in some languages by adding new run-time procedures.7 Since Ada includes processes (tasks), the implementation of a portable process-oriented package is straightforward. One may ask why process orientation is important. After all, events are easier to implement, and we can describe any discrete simulation using either approach. One reason is that the process orientation can result in a more compact representation of the simulated system. For example, consider the use of a resource (e.g., a processor) in a computer system. In an event-oriented simulation, the analyst must write two pieces of code to model use of the resource. One piece (which may be either an event or a procedure) represents the start of the usage period; the second (which must be an event) represents the end of the period. Two pieces of code are necessary because simulation time cannot change during the execution of an event. In a large simulation with many resources, keeping track of these code pairs can become onerous. It would be convenient to combine the two sections of code into a single unit. A single process can be used to do this. The process consists of the two sections of code with a hold statement inserted between them. In general, a process-oriented simulation of a system requires fewer sections of code than does an eventoriented simulation of the same svstem.
The process view also provides more flexibility in representing a system. Either customers or resources can be the active objects,9 and the modeler can move easily from one approach to the other.14 Thus our package has the advantage of providing a process view to users of a standard high-level language. STRONG TYPING Like PASCAL,&dquo; Ada is strongly typed. A language is strongly typed if8
(1) Every object in the language belongs to exactly one type.
(2) Type conversion occurs by converting a value from one type to another. Conversion does not occur by viewing the representation of a value as a different type. (in FOR-TRAN, in contrast to PASCAL and Ada, one can view the representation of a value as a different type by means of the equivalence statement.) Furthermore, in a strongly typed language the programmer must explicitly declare the type of an object before using it. The contemporary view (supported by experiments reported in Reference 10) is that strongly typed languages assist in the construction of clear and readable programs. Additionally, many common programming mistakes (such as incorrectly spelled variable names or illegal value assignments) can often be detected during compilation of a program written in a strongly typed language. (See Reference 5 for discussion of this in the context of discrete simulation programs.) Debugging is often simpler as well. We will not discuss strongly typed languages any further; instead, we refer the reader to References 5, 8, and 11.
TERMINOLOGY
We do not intend to provide a complete introduction to Ada here; instead we refer the reader to References 1, 3, 16, and 18. However, the following concepts and terminology from Ada will be useful in our discussion of discrete simulation with Ada.
Since Ada is strongly typed, the type of an object defines both the set of values that can be assigned to the object and the set of operations that can be performed on the object. For exam-ple, in Ada a boolean variable may only be assigned the values true or false. Similarly, one may only perform logical operations on boolean variables; it is forbidden to add or multiply boolean variables. We adopt the conventions that keywords of Ada are underlined, names enclosed in &dquo;<&dquo; and &dquo;>&dquo; represent identifiers to be supplied by the user, and items enclosed in braces (&dquo;{&dquo; and &dquo;}&dquo;) are optional. Types are represented by identifiers that are either predeclared (such as integer, float, or boolean) or declared by the user. A user may declare types that are synonyms for predeclared types or may use type constructors such as array and record to create types representing complex data structures. For example, the type declarations 1-~~, , .
define ar-ray and record types. These declarations do not cause any storage to be allocated. Storage is allocated only when a variable of the indicated type is declared:
an_integer array : int array; a-complex-number : complex;
The fifth element of the array an integer array is referenced as an_integer_array5; the imaginary part of a-complexnumber is referenced as a complex-numberima-g.
Operations on user-declared types must be defined by the user. Thus to use variables of type complex to represent complex numbers in expressions, the user must write routines to define the appropriate operations.
Record types allow the declaration of structures similar to those of PL/I or COBOL. The components of the record are named by selectors (real and imag in the example given above). In a-printer : peripheral (unit = > printer); a disk : peripheral (unit = > disk);
One may also declare arrays of records: type complex -array is array (1..10) of complex; a_complex array : complex array; The imaginary part of the third element of array a_complex array is referenced as a complex array(3).imag. An access type is used to declare pointer types in Ada. The value stored in a pointer is the address of the object to which it points; the typing rules require that only addresses of objects of a certain type may be stored there. (However, the value null may be assigned to any pointer variable. It indicates that no object is presently identified by the pointer.) For example, type complex ptr is access complex; a-complex ptr : complex-ptr; Here, the variable a_complex-ptr is a pointer variable; however, it can only be set to point at objects of type complex.
Objects referenced by pointer variables are allocated storage through the use of the new operator: a-complex_ ptr : new complex; An object allocated via new remains in existence so long as it is accessible by some pointer variable; no explicit dispose procedure is provided by Ada. It is assumed that a garbage collection or reference count technique is used to manage dynamic storage.
QUEUE OF ENTITIES PACKAGE IN ADA
We will use the attribute-entity terminology of SIMSCRIPT 11.5'z to describe objects in a simulation. There are two types of entities: temporary and permanent. Permanent entities are present throughout a run; the standard way to represent permanent entities in PASCAL is by records or arrays of records.'' Components of the records represent the attributes of the entities. This representation can also be used in Ada.
Access types are the natural way to represent temporary entities, since the object pointed to can be created, moved through the simulation, and discarded. One can thus create temporary entities using record and access types as shown in Figure 1 .
Normally, one wants to maintain lists of entities (queues in SIMPAS and sets in SIMSCRIPT 11.5). Linked lists can be implemented by allocating pointers in each entity and creating a record type to represent the head of a queue. One can then construct routines that insert and remove items from the queue. In PASCAL, the programmer would declare the data structure and the maintenance routines for the queue separately ; no connection between the declarations would be apparent. In Ada, the programmer can declare a queue package that includes both the data structures and the maintenance routines. 
PACKAGES IN ADA
A package is a set of facilities provided for the benefit of other packages and procedures.; Packages allow a programmer to create a collection of routines and data structures that can be compiled separately and then included as a unit in other programs. Additionally, the package declaration specifies the interface of these routines to the outside world in a way that allows enforcement of Ada's strong-typing rules. A package declaration normally consists of two parts: specification and implementation. The specification describes the interface to the package; the implementation contains the package's procedures and internal data structures. A package is declared as follows:
package body <name> is = implementation end < name >;
The package specification declares the externally accessible procedures, types, and variables. The package implementa-tion contains the bodies of these procedures. Outside the package, one can access variables, procedures, and types declared in the package specification by using a dot notation like that used to reference components of a record. Objects declared in the package and not mentioned in the specification are invisible outside of the package.
For example, the following is the outline of a package defining exponential and uniform pseudo-random number genera- This package declares procedures exponential and uniform random that implement uniform-(0,1) and exponential pseudo-random number generators, respectively. To employ the package, a user would place the statement with random; at the beginning of the program. This statement makes uniform-random, exponential, and seed available as: random.uniform random; random.exponential( (<lam bda-value >); random.seed;
Types declared in a package specification are also made available via the with statement. If the type is a record type, the user can access its components. In certain cases, we may wish to hide the record structure to insulate users of the package from the details of its implementation. Removing the type declaration from the package specification is not an acceptable solution since users must be able to use the type to declare interface variables. Using a private declaration is the proper solution. Types declared in the private part of a package are made available to the user without revealing their internal structures. The user may declare instances of the private type while still being shielded from changes in the implementation. For example, a package to implement a queue of jobs might be declared as shown in Figure 2 .
Since queue is declared as a private type, the user of this package can declare variables of type queue but cannot ac-cess the internal structure of the record. The package implementor may change the representation of a queue without affecting user programs. The queue itself is represented as a doubly-linked list with head node (see, for example, Reference 13) of records of type link record that contain pointers to the elements of the queue. Thus the user need not declare any pointers in the job record itself; this also isolates the users of this package from its implementation. This technique also simplifies parameterization of the package and will allow us (in the next section) to define a queue package usable with any user-supplied type.
As an example of the use of this package, the following program fragment declares two queues and moves the contents of one into the other: declare job : ptr job; --Use the type declared in package job queue to --create queues named queue a and queue b. queue_a : job_queue.queue; queue b : job queue.queue; begin n --Put some jobs into queue a.
--Now copy queue a to queue_b, one element at a time.
while not queue_a.empty loop job : = job queue.take(queue a); job_queue.put(job, queue-b); end loop; end;
One can avoid having to use the dot notation to reference the procedures and types defined in package job queue by placing the statement use job queue; in the declaration part of the block. This statement causes the compiler to interpret queue as job_queue.queue, take as job-queue.take, etc.
Generic packages
As presently declared, the job queue package is not a general facility since it only defines a queue of jobs. To use this package for queues of another type of entity, we would have to repeat the entire package declaration, replacing the type ptr job with the corresponding access type. To avoid this replication, Ada provides generic packages. In a generic package, one can parameterize the package declaration in terms of types, variables, or procedures to be specified when a particular instance of the package is created. A generic package thus serves as a template for creating packages. For example, suppose we want to generalize our job queue package so that we can use it to define a queue of jobs or a queue of messages, where a message is declared as: Figure 2 . Ada package for a FIFO queue.
We can now change the declaration of job queue to: generic type entity-rec _is private; type ptr-entity is access entity-rec; package queue is --general FI FO queue --Data structures and routines are the same as in -- Figure 2 . See that figure for descriptive comments. type queue is private; procedure init (q : out queue); procedure put (entity : int ptr entity; q in out : queue); function take (q : in out queue) return The package body is the same as before except that ptrJob should be changed to ptr entity throughout. This generic package has two generic parameters: (1) the record type representing the entity to be placed in the queue and (2) an access type for that record type. Since the entity record is a private type, the body of the package cannot access components of the record. This is another reason for using the link-records in the package declaration rather than placing list pointers in the job or message records themselves. If the list pointers were placed in the entity record they could not be accessed inside the package. One can now declare queue packages for jobs and messages: declare job-queue is new queue (job,ptr-job); message_queue is new queue (message,ptr-message); waiting-jobs : job queue.queue;
waiting messages : message queue.queue; job : ptr job; message : ptr message;
begin job-queue.put (job, waiting jobs); message queue.put (job, waiting-messages); end;
While an Ada implementation may compile instances of a generic package by duplicating the code, in our example the compiler could use the same procedures for both types of queues. Thus the package concept not only hides the implementation of queues from the user but can also allow different types of queues to share maintenance routines. Furthermore, these routines need be compiled only once instead of every time a new queue type is declared.
Allowing multiple entity types per queue
Another useful generalization is to allow several different types of entities to belong to a particular queue. As presently defined, only entities of one type can be inserted in a queue.
Often this is what we want; the current implementation allows the compiler to detect attempts to do otherwise. To allow multiple types of entities to be inserted in one queue, we must represent several entities by a single type of record, since only one pointer type can be passed to the queue insertion routine. A record with variants can be used to do this.
For example, when writing a computer-system simulation, we might want to place both time-sharing and batch jobs in the same queue. The following declarations will allow this to be done: type job-class is (batch, time sharing); type job (class : job class : = batch) is record cpu time : float;
.., memory size : integer range 1.. Tasks and task types A task represents an independent execution that runs in parallel (at least conceptually) with all other tasks. A task is thus an implementation of what is commonly called a process in a multiprogramming system.4
Execution of a task begins as soon as the task that elaborated* the task declaration reaches the body of the block where the task was declared. Task execution continues until the task reaches the end of its body or until another task executes an abort statement for the task. 16 The elaborating task is not allowed to leave the block until all tasks declared in the block have terminated.
A task is declared much like a package: begin --body of block in which task is declared end;
Entry declarations are the only declarations allowed in a task specification; tasks communicate by calling entries in other tasks.
For each entry declaration in a task there are accept state-*When a block is entered, various actions must be performed to bring the objects declared there into existence. For example, array bounds need to be evaluated, instances of generic packages created, and tasks created and started running. This process is referred to as elaboration. The accept statements specify the locations of the communication points within the task body.
To describe the task communication mechanism, assume that one task is declared as: task synch is entry wait; end synch; task body synch is be in accept wait do end; end synch; and that some other task contains the entry call: synch.wait. If task synch reaches its accept wait statement before the other has called the entry, synch waits at the accept statement until the call occurs. On the other hand, if the synch.wait call occurs before task synch reaches its accept wait statement, then the calling task is delayed. When both tasks have reached the corresponding statements (this situation is called a rendezvous), parameters in the call are transferred and the body of the accept statement is executed. The calling task is delayed until the body of the accept statement has been completed.
Each task declaration causes one task to become active when the block containing the declaration is entered. Often, it is necessary to create a number of tasks using the same declaration, or to create a task without having to begin a new block. To do this, one uses a tasktype: task ppp m name> is end <name>; task body < name > § end name This declaration creates a user-defined type that may be used to declare task-valued variables. Thus a task type corresponds to an an-ay or record type; it defines a template that may be used to declare instances of described object.
One may also declare access types of type task. The tasks referenced by an access type become active when they are allocated via the new operator. This allows the programmer to dynamically create tasks and will be useful in the implementation of our simulation package.
A simulation package In process-oriented simulation languages like SIMULA, each process runs until it terminates or until it blocks itself by calling a delay procedure; only one process is active at any time. In Ada, tasks execute in parallel; several processes may be active simultaneously. To avoid data synchronization problems and to follow standard process-oriented simulation practice, we will need a mechanism to make sure that only one task is running at a time. This is the purpose of our simula-tion package. This package provides the following services:
(1) It maintains the current simulation time in a variable named sim time.
(2) It implements procedure hold (delay : float). Hold delays the current task until simulation time sim time + delay.
(3) It guarantees that only one simulation task is active at a time, provided that the user follows certain conventions in writing the simulation tasks. To implement this package, we will use task types to create synchronizing objects': task type synch is entry send; entry wait; begin --signal was activated when the block was entered --wait for some other process to do a signal.send signal.wait;
...
end;
When the block is entered, a new synch task becomes active. It runs until it reaches the acce send statement and stops.
When the creating task executes the call: signal.wait, it is delayed because the synch task is not ready to execute accept t wait yet. Until some other task executes a signal.send call, both tasks will be delayed.
Implementing the hold procedure ' Given synchronizing objects, procedure hold is implemented by maintaining a linked list of records declared as follows: type future event notice; type f_event_link is access future event_notice; type future event notice is Implementing the simulation task scheduler In order for a delayed task to proceed, some other task must execute the call event-notice.signal.send; where event notice is the name of the future event notice record that gives the task reactivation time. The simulation task scheduler is responsible for executing this call. The scheduler is complicated by the requirement that only one simulation task be active at a time. Ideally, one would like the scheduler to start a simulation task, wait until that task blocks itself or terminates, then schedule the next task, etc.
Unfortunately, there is no direct way for the scheduler to detect when one of the simulation tasks has terminated. We will therefore adopt the following conventions: (1) Procedure hold will activate the scheduler before delaying the calling task. (2) If a simulation task terminates, the last thing it does is activate the scheduler. Given these conventions, we can implement the scheduler as follows: task scheduler is entry start; entry next; end scheduler; task body scheduler is begin --Wait for simulation start call. accept start; loop --forever --One previously held simulation task --is resumed each time through the loop.
--If no more notices then wait --until next scheduler.next call.
if first f event / = null then --Reactivate the simulation task described by --the future event notice at the start of the --future events chain. This is done in two steps: --When the currently active task calls procedure --hold, one of the things that procedure hold --will do is call scheduler.next. Wait here --for that call. acce next;
--Advance to next future event notice. first f event : = first event.next; end loop; end scheduler;
The simulation can be initialized by creating simulation tasks and then calling scheduler.start. We assume that at least one simulation task has called procedure hold before the main tasks call scheduler.start; otherwise the future event set may be empty when the scheduler is started.
The appendix contains a listing of the entire simulation package.
AN EXAMPLE SIMULATION
To illustrate the use of package simulation, we discuss the simulation of an M/M/1 queueing system in Ada. For this example, we assume that the packages queue, simulation, and random are available. The program header indicates that these packages will be used in the program: with queue, simulation, random; --Bring in necessary pack- We will use two tasks in the simulation: one to represent the arrival process and one to represent the service process. task arrival is entry start; end arrival; task service is entry start; entry wakeup; end service; Entry start is used to initiate the simulation. Entry service.wakeup is used to restart the service process at the end of an idle period. Customers in the system are represented by variables of type job. A job has two attributes: type job; type job_ptr is access job; type job _is record arrival_time : float; job_id : natural; end record; An instance of the eneric package queue is used to represent a queue of jobs: job-queue is new queue (job,job ptr); waiting queue : job_queue.queue;
We assume that there are some statistics collection variables, but we will not specify them. We are now ready to specify the arrival and service tasks: task body arrival is new job : job ptr; arrival_count : integer : = 0; begin n accept start; --Wait for simulation start. loo --forever if waiting-queue.empty then --No jobs to servicesleep until job arrives. accept wakeup; else --Sleep for duration of job service time. hold (exponential (mu)); --Take the first job out of waiting queue. departing job : = job-queue.take (waiting queue); --Observe time in system and record statistics. Until the introduction of Ada, implementation of portable, discrete-system simulation packages required an event orientation rather than a process orientation. As we have shown, the task construct of Ada allows one to create process-oriented simulation packages. Generic packages allow the definition of packages that can be parameterized to implement queues of arbitrary user types. Statistics collection packages for real, integer, or boolean variables can be created in a similar way. Ada can thus provide essential features of languages like SIMSCRIPT 11.5 or SIMPAS. This flexibility should promote the creation of standard discrete-system simulation packages in Ada. Such packages should be as portable as GASP-lVI, but will have the advantages of strong-typing and process orientation for efficient and reliable construction of large discretesystem simulation programs.e The design we have presented should be a first step in this direction. At present we have been unable to test our implementation on a production Ada compiler; we cannot therefore comment on the accuracy or efficiency of the implementation. Further work in this area is clearly required.
